In order to foster innovation and improve the effectiveness of drug discovery, there is a considerable interest in exploring unknown 'chemical space' to identify new bioactive compounds with novel and diverse scaffolds. Hence, fragment-based drug discovery (FBDD) was developed rapidly due to its advanced expansive search for 'chemical space', which can lead to a higher hit rate and ligand efficiency (LE). However, computational screening of fragments is always hampered by the promiscuous binding model. In this study, we developed a new web server Auto Core Fragment in silico Screening (ACFIS). It includes three computational modules, PARA GEN, CORE GEN and CAND GEN. ACFIS can generate core fragment structure from the active molecule using fragment deconstruction analysis and perform in silico screening by growing fragments to the junction of core fragment structure. An integrated energy calculation rapidly identifies which fragments fit the binding site of a protein. We constructed a simple interface to enable users to view top-ranking molecules in 2D and the binding mode in 3D for further experimental exploration. This makes the AC-FIS a highly valuable tool for drug discovery. The ACFIS web server is free and open to all users at http://chemyang.ccnu.edu.cn/ccb/server/ACFIS/.
INTRODUCTION
It is widely recognized that drug discovery is a timeconsuming, expensive and complex process. The search for new drugs is mainly plagued by the rising cost and low success rate in Research and Development (R&D) (1) . The goal of drug lead discovery is to identify candidate molecule with improved biological potency and physiochemical properties. However, the number of compounds needed to be synthesized to deliver one new lead is continuously rising in recent years (2) . Both quality and quantity of hit classes available to medicinal chemists are primary drives for discovering best-in-class leads, which makes hit identification a crucial step to reduce attrition and therefore improve the overall R&D productivity (3) . Thus, how to improve the efficiency and reduce the time required for successful hit identification will contribute greatly to drug discovery.
Over the past decade, high-throughput screening (HTS) of corporate compound decks has become the major paradigm for hit discovery in big pharma. Up to a few million compounds can be screened against the target of interest. But challenges facing traditional HTS technologies include low hit rates and hit molecule with low synthetic feasibility and nondrug-like properties are often identified. Compared with HTS, fragment-based drug design (FBDD) has some significant advantages (4) . First, FBDD identifies ligand using ligand efficiency (LE) rather than potency alone to judge the relative order of molecules with different sizes, which offers more efficient and fruitful optimization campaigns. Second, FBDD only requires screening a small number of fragments to reach a more expansive chemical space, which leads to a much broader range of activity. Hence, the hit rate of FBDD is typically much higher than that observed with HTS (5). However, the specialized and expensive instruments, such as NMR spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction, surface plasmon resonance or mass spectrometry are always required to detect fragment binding due to the relative weak affinity (6, 7) . In addition, a large amount of purified proteins (>10 mg) and high concentrations of fragment molecules are always essential to achieve this task, which are very difficult to achieve in most cases (8, 9) .
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Hence, various computational methods have been developed to perform FBDD (10) (11) (12) . Molecule docking has been used as a potentially attractive way to prioritize fragments from the much larger commercially available data set (11) . Nevertheless, the problem of fitting small fragments targeting sub-pockets within the active site of the target protein is different from fitting a larger 'druglike' molecule. The binding mode of a fragment is relatively more difficult to be predicted by docking due to the smaller size. Meanwhile, scoring functions optimized according to druglike molecules may be less accurate for predicting fragment affinities, which makes fragment docking problematic and triggers critical discussions (11) . Furthermore, commercial softwares like LUDI (13), GLIDE (14) , etc. are proved to be powerful enough to place fragments into the correct pocket of the active site. In addition, there is more and more free softwares dedicated to de novo drug design compared to other cheminformatic tools. For example, LigBuilder was developed for structure-based de novo drug design and optimization (15) , and S4MPLE was developed as a conformational sampling tool for in silico FBDD (16) . However, most of these tools are not web server facility, which makes them not easily practicable for non computational scientists. Only a minority of the web servers are dedicated to in silico drug discovery such as (17) : MTiOpenScreen (http://bioserv. rpbs.univ-paris-diderot.fr/services/MTiOpenScreen/) (18), e-LEA3D (http://bioinfo.ipmc.cnrs.fr/lea.html) (19) , iScreen (http://iScreen.cmu.edu.tw/) (20) , VSDocker (http:// www.bio.nnov.ru/projects/vsdocker2/) (21), however, they perform virtual screening of molecular libraries rather than fragments using docking algorithm. This prompts us to develop a web server to perform FBDD.
Herein, we present Auto Core Fragment in silico Screening (ACFIS), the first web server to perform computeraided fragment-based drug discovery. It can generate core fragment structure based on the primary active molecule and perform automated fragment linking and virtual screening. The computation is based on the pharmacophore-linked fragment virtual screening (PFVS) method (22) . Several libraries containing fragments extracted from known bioactive compounds are provided for screening. The core fragment generation tool uses fragment deconstruction analysis to evaluate the contribution of each fragment of the primary active molecule to the binding affinity. Another tool assists the user in the linking of new fragments to the selected core fragment and in the evaluating of the contribution to the binding potency. Thus, ACFIS enables researcher to perform computer-aided fragmentbased drug discovery on traditional or more challenging protein targets.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Fragment library
Fragment library design is crucial for the effectiveness of fragment-based virtual screening. The virtual library can be designed as a set of compounds consisting of building blocks for synthetic feasibility, a set of structures obtained by decomposition of larger molecules, or a set of commercially available molecules. The Rule of Three (Ro3) is acknowledged as the best definition of a fragment, i.e. a low molecular weight (MW) ≤ 300 Da, a reduced lipophily index clogP ≤ 3, a number of hydrogen bond donors and acceptors ≤3, low flexibility represented by a number of rotatable bonds ≤3 and a polar surface area (PSA) ≤ 60Å 2 (23, 24) .
The decomposition approach was used to design combinatorial fragment libraries by the deconstruction of known bioactive compounds (FDA approved drug and commercial pesticide molecules). Decomposition and Identification of Molecules (DAIM) program was used to perform decomposition of small molecules (25) . The fragment size is controlled by the number of bond breakages. The breaking rules are based on retrosynthetic analysis. The fragment library derived from decomposition was filtered by Ro3. In addition to certain physicochemical property filters, the aspect of availability is also important and should be checked individually. However, the fragments from decomposition should already feature certain synthetic accessibility. Depending on the application, two fragment libraries (drug and pesticide fragment database) are supplied and will be continuously improved to expand its diversity.
Fragment deconstruction analysis
The FBDD approach can create novel lead compounds and allow the exploration of a larger chemical space. It either grows functional fragments from the starting fragment or pieces several fragments together into novel scaffold, which are generally defined as growing or linking algorithms. Growing algorithms start from a core fragment placed in the binding site and other fragments which are linked to improve activity. Linking algorithms, on the other hand, involve docking of functional fragments to each subpockets followed by linking adjacent fragments together. The ACFIS web server creates new molecules based on growing algorithm. First, the core fragment structure is determined. Then, automatic fragment linking is performed to improve the binding affinity. Hence, how to select a core fragment structure is a major challenge.
Studies of drugs entering the market show that known drugs, clinical candidates and bioactive compounds represent very attractive and valuable starting point for new lead compound discovery (26) . Therefore, selecting core fragment structures from the known bioactive compounds seems to be an effective strategy. The fragment deconstruction analysis is performed with a three-step computational protocol shown in Supplementary Figure S1 : A three-step minimization procedure was performed on the binding conformation of protein-ligand complex. (i) First, movement was allowed only for the ligand molecule with a harmonic constraints (100 kcal/mol•Å 2 ) applied to the complex. Second, the mainchain atoms of the protein were fixed and other atoms were allowed to move. Finally, all atoms were minimized with no restraint to a convergence of 0.01 kcal/(mol·Å). (ii) Ligand structure binding in the pocket is deconstructed into fragments according to the retrosynthetic analysis by using DAIM software. Single bond is broken and hydrogen is used to link with heavy atom to make the total charge value of each 'piece' integer. In addition, everything will be reparameterized including the partial charges according to new generated protein-fragment W552 Nucleic Acids Research, 2016, Vol. 44, Web Server issue structure. (iii) The binding free energy ( G) is calculated as previously described by the combination of the MM PBSA method (27) for the enthalpy and an empirical method for the entropy (see details in the Supplementary Material) (28) for each protein-fragment structure. The computational procedure used to evaluate the binding free energy includes binding energy, solvation entropy and conformational entropy (Equation 1), which is the same as that described in our previous publication (29) .
The ranking of fragments is sorted according to LE defined as G divided by the heavy atom count (HAC), LE = − G cal /HAC. The core fragment is derived from the reassembly of the adjacent fragments based on the binding contribution. Hence, the obtained core fragment structure has a highly conserved binding conformation and efficient contribution to the entire binding affinity. Last, junction on the core fragment is determined according to the surrounding space (volume ≥ 50Å
3 ).
Auto core fragment in silico screening
New fragment is linked to the junction of core fragment structure placed in the binding site using a modified version of AutoGrow (30) . The orientation of growing fragment was optimized with minimum steric clashes (overlap volume ≤ 4Å 3 ) to the surrounding residues. Because the PFVS method reasonably relies on the resemblance assumption that the structural perturbations associated with fragment changing are relatively small, which would only lead to local changes of the protein structure and would not significantly change the backbone structure of protein. This procedure preserves the binding conformation of the core fragment. The energy minimization of each new ligand is achieved in four steps using the Sander module of Amber program (31) . First, the fragment is minimized with the core fragment and the protein fixed. Then, the ligand is minimized with the protein fixed. Subsequently, the backbone atoms of the protein are fixed and other atoms are relaxed. The final minimization is performed with both the ligand and protein relaxed. In each step, the energy minimization is executed by using the steepest descent method for the first 2000 cycles and the conjugated gradient method for the subsequent 3000 cycles with a convergence criterion of 0.1 kcal mol
Finally, the MD simulation is performed using the generalized Born continuum solvent model to further relax the conformation of the growing fragment. The last snapshot of the MD simulation was minimized to a convergence criterion of 0.1 kcal mol −1Å−1 and used for G calculation. Finally, hit candidates were selected according to the G value.
WEB SERVER
Web server configuration
ACFIS
contains three computational modules. PARA GEN is a tool to generate parameters for AC-FIS, CORE GEN is a tool to derive core fragment structure from a bioactive molecule, and CAND GEN is a tool to link fragments to the core fragment structure and generate candidates. The inputs of all modules are easy to prepare and some items are optional to meet the purpose of individual projects. Output structure files and related data can be downloaded. Figure 1 shows how PARA GEN, CORE GEN and CAND GEN work together to make online FBDD possible. In order to make this server more user friendly, these modules are connected in the 'primary mode'. After the submission of a complex pdb file, the server will generate several cores and select the top-ranked core fragment to perform fragment virtual screening automatically. To avoid the bugs of the uploaded pdb file, an initial file checking module is also developed in 'primary mode'. The three modules can also be independently used in the 'Advanced Mode'. ACFIS server runs on a dedicated Linux machine at the Supercomputer Cluster. The web application uses PHP (version 5.0), HTML and Java script to serve web pages. Related messages and results of each task are stored in a database implemented using MySQL (version 14.12). The web server runs on the apache HTTP server version 2.0.51, and the JSmol interactive molecular viewer applet (http://www.jmol.org/) is used for structure visualization. Chrome and Firefox are recommended explorers for our server. Screen with resolution higher than 1440 × 900 are needed for the web pages.
For PARA GEN, 'your job' will start to run after you submit your job with a runtime of seconds to minutes based on the size of your molecule and the charge method. CORE GEN will also manage your job immediately and finish in a few hours. CAND GEN is a lengthy step depending on the size of the protein, Some tasks may take a few days. A job management system based on PHP and MYSQL has been developed to manage all the submitted jobs in this server. 
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PARA GEN: a parameter generation tool
Input. In the front-page, the user is invited to upload a structure file of a protein cofactor in mol2 or pdb format. If there is no cofactor, this module can be skipped. A guideline at the bottom of the page explains how to use PARA GEN to set exact parameters for a selected ligand. Hydrogen atoms should be correctly assigned, which can be done with most visualization software like AutoDock Tools, CHIMERA and PYMOL. Total formal charge should be correctly assigned, which is an essential parameter for the calculation of atomic charge. If the total formal charge is uncertain, it can be assigned automatically. Then a charge method from AM1-BCC, Muliken and Gasteiger options can be selected. And finally, an email address may be submitted to receive the final result files.
Server workflow. Once a valid structure file of cofactor is uploaded, PARA GEN program starts to run (Figure 2) . First, your uploaded pdb file will be converted into mol2 file by using openbabel2.3.1 (32) . Then, the total formal charge will be calculated, if it is not already specified. Parameter files for AMBER force field are then prepared by AMBER-TOOLS.
Output. Result of PARA GEN contains all the parameter files of AMBER force field required by MD simulation and a log file recording the calculation process, which will be available after your job successfully finished. If the uploaded structure file is invalid, the job will be terminated and an 'error' will be reported on the web page. Moreover, it is also linked with CORE GEN and CAND GEN module in the result page to start the following computation directly.
CORE GEN: a core fragment generation tool
Input. A protein-ligand complex in pdb format is required as an input of CORE GEN. This can be obtained from RCSB protein data bank (http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/ home.do) or acquired from docking calculation. Additionally, the name of ligand in the complex structure file should be referred. Parameters for the cofactor will be required, if it is in the complex structure. At last, a password should be assigned to make your job confidential and an email notice is optional.
Server workflow. After the initial data validation, CORE GEN started to run with a three-step computational protocol (Figure 2 ): (i) The minimization procedure was performed for the complex structure. (ii) Ligand structure was deconstructed into fragments by using DAIM program. (iii) The G was calculated for each proteinfragment complexes. The ranking of fragments is sorted according to LE. Comparison based on LE rather than potency alone could be useful in deciding the potential of fragments.
Output. The users are guided to the result page after they submit the job successfully. Messages about all submitted jobs are printed in this page. Once the job is completed, results of CORE GEN are presented to the user via a web page by a click on the ID of the job (the user is invited to insert a password if it was assigned before). The summary table shows the information related to each generated core fragment structure (results shown in Supplementary Figure S2 in the Supplementary Material). Due to the importance of physicochemical properties for fragment selection, a link to mol-inspiration prediction server (http: //www.molinspiration.com/) is created. The 3D structure of each protein-core fragment complex is shown with JSmol by a click on the structure, which can also be downloaded by clicking on the link. The junction of the core fragment structure is marked with a hydrogen atom shown as a ball in the 3D view mode. In addition, CORE GEN is also linked with CAND GEN module in the result page to start the following computation directly. Figure 3 . A case study of cytochrome bc 1 complex inhibitors design with ACFIS. Input is the inhibitor WF3 presented in the crystallized structure of cytochrome bc 1 complex (PDB code: 3TGU). The composite computation includes parameter generation, fragment deconstruction, core fragment identification, fragment linking, structure optimization, molecular dynamic simulation and binding free energy calculation, which can be processed automatically by this web server. Outputs are the top five hit molecules.
CAND GEN: a hit generation tool
Input.
The fragments in the library will be linked to the junction of the core fragment structure by CAND GEN module. Parameters for cofactor will be required, if it is in the complex structure. The time of MD simulation for each ligand is selected between a minimum of 5 ps and maximum of 20 ps. The number of reported hits should be selected from the list. In addition, the binding free energy calculation method MM PBSA or MM GBSA is chosen to sort the order of the hit candidates. At last, a password should be assigned to make the job confidential and submission of an email address is arbitrary.
Server workflow. The workflow of CAND GEN is in three steps ( Figure 2 ): (i) A minimization procedure is performed.
(ii) A short time MD simulation is performed on each minimized structure. (iii) The last snapshot from MD simulation is minimized to perform G calculation.
Output. The running status of all jobs will be shown in the job management system (results shown in Supplementary Figure S2 in the Supplementary Material). Once the job is completed, a click on the ID of the job will lead the user to a web page that contains a summary table showing the binding free energy of hit candidates. Physicochemical properties reported by mol-inspiration prediction server will also guide the process of hit candidates selection. The 3D structure of the final protein-ligand complex can also be viewed through JSmol. They can also be downloaded for further analysis.
Performance of ACFIS
We assessed the performance of ACFIS on several classes of important therapeutic protein targets and 78 crystal structures of target-ligand complexes were taken from the PDBbind database (http://www.pdbbind-cn.org/) (33) . This data set has been widely used previously for benchmark. In addition several classes of important pesticide protein targets have also been used for accuracy validation, which include 26 protein-ligand complexes. The total validation data set is 104 including 49 positive and 55 negative samples. The composition of the validation data set are listed in Supplementary Table S1 . The ability of ACFIS to discriminate high binding affinity compounds (positive sample) from low binding affinity compounds (negative sample) in the validation data set has been assessed. Interestingly, ACFIS identified the right binding for 41 out of the 49 positive samples assessed. For 42 out of the 55 negative samples assessed, they are not among the top generated hits. In addition, AC-FIS also showed very good performance on binding pose prediction (see Supplementary Table S1 ): the correct binding poses (RMSD < 1.5Å compared with the crystal structure) were obtained for 77 out of the 84 crystal available ligands (91.7%). The detailed results of validation are summarized in Supplementary Tables S2-S4 and Supplementary Figures S3-S5. As shown in Supplementary Table S4 , the sensitivity, specificity and precision of ACFIS is 83.7%, 76.4% and 75.9%. It also shows in Supplementary Figure  S5 that the AUCs (Area under operation character curve) is 82.2%. Hence, it is concluded, our server could accurately predict fragment binding. We retain a high sensitivity (83.7%) but a lower specificity (76.4%) because the number of non-binding fragment is large that even a low error rate Taking cytochrome bc 1 complex inhibitor as an example, the parameters of cofactor heme were generated by PARA GEN, the crystal complex structure of WF3-bound bc 1 (PDB code: 3TGU) was downloaded to perform CORE GEN calculation. As shown in Figure 3 , the top three core fragments were generated (P1, P2 and P3) with G cal of −8.72, −17.79 and −16.88 kcal/mol. Obviously, the calculations systematically overestimated the absolute values of the binding affinities. However, the calculated G bind values can still qualitatively reflect the relative order of the binding affinities of these core fragments. The error induced by the molecular size can be eliminated by using LE rather than potency. As shown in Figure 3 , the LE of P1 (LE = 2.33) is relatively higher than the other two fragments P2 (LE = 1.90) and P3 (LE = 1.90). However, comprehensively considered with G bind , LE and new fragment growing spaces, P2 was selected as a core fragment to perform CAND GEN calculation. In addition, a sulfur atom was set as the linker between the core fragment and the new fragment for synthetic feasibility (Figure 3 ). Finally, the top five new hit candidates selected according to the binding free energy sorting were shown in Figure 3 with the original ligand scaffold (Ligand26) included. It needs to be emphasized that the synthesis of the candidate (Ligand220), the inhibitory kinetics with cytochrome bc 1 complex (K i = 31.10 nM), and the co-crystal structure study have been completed (34) , which further validated the predicted results of ACFIS.
CONCLUSIONS
The discovery of new hit molecules remains a crucial step for drug and agrochemical discovery. We presented ACFIS, a computer-aided FBDD web server, to provide solutions for fragment virtual screening and to assist scientists in the new hits identification. It is differentiated from other web services in which ligand screening was presented in docking based manner. In the future, we will perform a continual update of the fragment library of ACFIS to offer broader and more diverse selection of databases to start a fragmentbased drug discovery task.
